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A Study Aid by Jack Palmer 

 

Themes connecting The Ghost Road and The Kite Runner 

• In the early stages of The Ghost Road, Rivers contemplates some crude copies of 
Tenniel’s illustrations of Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland when he is on Ward Seven 
of a former children’s hospital. The overt phallic symbolism of Alice’s snake neck is 
described by Elliot Smith as ‘interesting’, a remark that starts Rivers thinking about 
his own childhood.  
 

Innocence and experience 
 

• Most obviously this is the moment in Rivers’s development that marked the end of 
innocence and the beginning of experience: Dodgson’s work is obsessed with the 
retention of (particularly female) innocence in the face of mysterious forces of 
adulthood; in Rivers’s recollections of the elderly writer we are told of his fear of 
snakes and his equal dislike of boys (whom he describes as ‘a mistake’). In this 
episode, Rivers recalls that when he asks why boys are viewed by Dodgson as a 
mistake he is told that it is because they ‘are rough and noisy. And they fight’. He 
realises that this view of masculinity, limited though it is, nevertheless defines what 
it means to be a man in the modern age. The portrayal of Dodgson is vivid and 
insightful: it marks the shaping of Rivers’s reflective self, and in employing another 
real character who lived and wrote along the dangerous fault line of child and adult 
sexuality, Barker is able to explore the tensions that run through the developing 
mind. 
  

• Snakes are central to these passages, although Barker, through Rivers, rather 
knowingly notes that ‘evidently snakes had lost the right to be simply snakes’. Post-
Freud, Rivers seems to be suggesting that otherwise innocent things have become 
loaded with meaning. This symbol is a way of deciphering the complex; drawing a 
snake’s body onto the body of a young girl, consciously or not, fuses innocence and 
experience, and their inevitable collision in a way to allow the reader to understand 
the subject’s otherwise concealed complexity. The fact that this episode is 
interspersed with Rivers’s treatment of a young man damaged by war further 
illustrates the conflict between innocence and experience, of which war is the most 
extreme example. 
 

•  Hallet can also be seen as the embodiment of a generation lost: he is a reminder of 
the ardent optimism that propelled so many young men into the war at its outset. 
He claims that ‘this is still a just war’ and is described as ‘like a little boy’ – Potts 
therefore brands him a ‘naïve idiot’. His death is not only the death of innocence, but 
also of a way of seeing war as a noble pursuit. His parents are caricatures of the 
upper-class English who suffered in so many ways from the war. Hallet had to die to 
show us how much the establishment had to lose. He, not Prior, has to scream that 
‘it’s not worth it’ at the end of the novel to show just how much innocence has been 
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lost. His battle with the truth ‘was every man’s battle’ (p.269).  
 

• The experiences that Hassan and Amir have to deal with in the initial stages of The 
Kite Runner seem to echo how war corrupts and displaces a country and its people. 
Although Hassan’s rape is harrowing on a personal level for the reader, on a grander 
stage it may be symbolic of the Taliban (Assef) dominating and violating the older, 
quaint, prosperous Afghanistan (Hassan). Amir uses the comparison of a lamb (a 
symbol in several religions of a sacrifice) to crudely show how experience is torn 
away by the powerful: “Maybe Hassan was the price I had to pay, the lamb I had to 
slay, to win Baba.”  
 

• This metaphor is employed again later in the novel, when Amir returns to save 
Sohrab. “Sohrab’s eyes flicked at me. They were slaughter sheep’s eyes…I thought I 
saw pleading in Sohrab’s eyes.” Although this comparison is simple, and somewhat 
cliché, it’s effective in making the reader sympathise with the characters’ plight – a 
lamb is helpless, and displays all of nature’s untainted innocence, which is ransacked 
by mankind.  


